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ABSTRACT We use a self-consistent mean-ﬁeld theory, designed to investigate membrane reshaping and lipid demixing upon
interaction with proteins, to explore BAR domains interacting with large patches of lipid membranes of heterogeneous compo-
sitions. The computational model includes contributions to the system free energy from electrostatic interactions and elastic
energies of the membrane, as well as salt and lipid mixing entropies. The results from our simulation of a single adsorbing
Amphiphysin BAR dimer indicate that it is capable of stabilizing a signiﬁcantly curved membrane. However, we predict that
such deformations will occur only for membrane patches that have the inherent propensity for high curvature, reﬂected in the
tendency to create local distortions that closely match the curvature of the BAR dimer itself. Such favorable preconditioning
for BAR-membrane interaction may be the result of perturbations such as local lipid demixing induced by the interaction, or of
a prior insertion of the BAR domain’s amphiphatic N-helix. From our simulations it appears that local segregation of charged lipids
under the inﬂuence of the BAR dimer cannot produce high enough asymmetry between bilayer leaﬂets to induce signiﬁcant
bending. In the absence of additional energy contributions that favor membrane asymmetry, the membrane will remain nearly
ﬂat upon single BAR dimer adsorption, relative to the undulation expected from thermal ﬂuctuations. Thus, we conclude that
the N-helix insertions have a critical mechanistic role in the local perturbation and curving of the membrane, which is then stabi-
lized by the electrostatic interaction with the BAR dimer. We discuss how these results can be used to estimate the tendency of
BARs to bend membranes in terms of a spatially nonisotropic spontaneous curvature.INTRODUCTION
The recognition of local architectural features of cell
membranes, as well as local reshaping of membranes, are
gaining attention as mechanistic steps in cell signaling and
physiological function (1–3). We have previously presented
a self-consistent mean-field model that allows for calculation
of the equilibrium configuration and binding energies of
protein-membrane interactions. Here we show that this
method can successfully describe the BAR-domain induced
remodeling of a heterogeneous membrane. BAR domains are
of great interest in cell physiological processes (4–6). They
are known to dimerize into a bananalike molecular structure
(7) that faces a lipid membrane with its concave surface
(Fig. 1, A and B). The interactions of BAR domain dimers
(referred to as BAR, for simplicity) with the cell membrane
are associated with a curving of the interface regions that
often contain a relatively higher concentration of negatively
charged lipids (3,8–10). The functional role of such
membrane remodeling by BARs appears to be a clustering
localized in specialized membrane regions and is likely to
be important for signaling (11). Some BAR domains (termed
N-BARs) have N-terminal regions that appear to fold into
amphipathic helices upon BAR-membrane binding, and to
insert into the polar headgroup region of lipid membranes
(10,12–21).
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0006-3495/09/09/1626/10 $2.00In the transformation of a membrane that is spontaneously
flat at equilibrium into a highly curved structure, BAR
appears to take advantage of a special set of structural features
(see Elements of Membrane Remodeling in the Supporting
Material). Experimental evidence suggests that global
membrane remodeling events triggered by BAR domains,
such as vesiculation and tubulation, are driven by multiple
BARs that jointly assemble at membrane surfaces. Thus,
recent theoretical work by Arkhipov et al. (22) predicted
that BAR modules achieve membrane reshaping when they
are in a two-row staggered arrangement, but fail to do so
when they are aligned in one line. Ayton et al. (23) used meso-
scopic simulations and showed that liposome tubulation can
result from anisotropic N-BAR spontaneous curvature fields,
whereas spherical vesiculation is only observed with isotropic
N-BAR spontaneous curvature fields at high density.
Still, because proteins containing single BAR domain can
participate in cell signaling (11), to understand their role in
the signal transduction process it is essential to address the
membrane remodeling process at the level of a single
BAR. To this end, Blood and co-workers (24,25) performed
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of Amphiphysin
N-BAR domain interacting with lipid membrane. Their
calculations revealed how a single N-BAR induces strong
local membrane curvature (24), and further studies showed
(25) that Amphiphysin N-BAR domain lacking key positive
residues on its concave surface failed to drive significant
local membrane deformations even when their N-terminal
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.07.006
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FIGURE 1 Color online only. (A) Amphiphysin BAR domain (Protein
Data Bank ID code 1URU). Three-dimensional structure of the BAR domain
dimer is shown in space-fill representation, with positively charged residues
on the concave surface highlighted in light blue. Electrostatic potential isosur-
faces, as calculated from the nonlinear PB theory using the APBS software,
are shown in red (25 mV equipotential contour) and blue (þ25 mV equipo-
tential contour) meshes, respectively. (B) Side view of the BAR-membrane
system at steady state, as predicted from our model calculations (adopted
from Fig. 3 and discussed in the Results). For this calculation, the membrane
with a homogeneous surface charge density of s¼ –0.004e/A˚2 on both leaf-
lets (corresponding tof0PS¼ 0.3) was characterized by a bending modulus of
km ¼ 10 kBT and a spontaneous curvature c0 ¼ 1/70 A˚1 near the adsorbed
protein. BAR is shown in space-fill; the membrane interior is shaded gray.
Charges on the lipid headgroups are represented by continuous surface charge
densities on the two leaflets (drawn as green curves), and the bilayer midplane
is colored in brown. Membrane thickness d ¼ 40 A˚ is constant across the
membrane. In all our calculations the dielectric constant is 3m ¼ 2 for the
membrane interior as well as protein; the dielectric constant of the aqueous
environment is 3m ¼ 80, and the Debye length of the electrolyte solution is
lD¼ 10 A˚. (C) Height profile of the membrane upper leaflet from calculations
described in panel B. Color code shows contours of local heights attained by
the upper leaflet, with white (zero height) representing a flat membrane. For
completeness, we also illustrate the orientation of the BAR domain used in
all our calculations with respect to x and y axis of the membrane plane, by plot-
ting in dark shades the projection of the BAR domain onto a (x,y) plane. The
BAR orientation is omitted from subsequent figures for clarity.helices embedded into the bilayer. On the other hand,
N-BAR that did not have its N-helices inserted into the
membrane was incapable of inducing any curvature. In addi-
tion, N-BAR domains showed stable binding to PIP2-con-
taining membrane even without their helices embedded in
the bilayer. Using a more coarse-grained representation for
the lipid membrane, Campelo et al. (26) predicted that
N-helical insertions alone are sufficient to drive significant
membrane curvatures.
In view of the critical role of both electrostatic interactions
and amphipathic helix insertions in the process of membrane
remodeling by BAR domains, some fundamental questions
have remained unanswered. These include the equilibrium
state of a single BAR-membrane assembly and binding ener-
gies of BAR-membrane complexes, as well as the nature of
the coupling between electrostatically driven lipid sequestra-
tion and local membrane curvature. Addressing these issues
enables answers to specific questions such as whether the
BAR-induced segregation of polyvalent PIP2 lipids can be
the source of substantial membrane deformation, and how
the N-helix insertions might complement this coupling.
To address such questions, we employ a model that extends
our self-consistent mean-field theory described recently (27)
to calculations of equilibrium lipid distribution and membrane
shape under an adsorbing BAR, as well as provides steady-
state binding energies of the BAR-membrane assembly.
Furthermore, our model investigates whether BAR-induced
sequestration of PIP2 lipids can lead to substantial membrane
deformation, and studies the role of N-helix insertions.
THE MODEL
The mean-field level model for a single BAR-membrane
system closely follows the formalism outlined in Khelashvili
et al. (27) and Harries et al. (28), where additional details can
be found. Within our approach, the free energy density func-
tional governing the system is based on the continuum Hel-
frich free energy for membrane elasticity (29), and on the
nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory of electrostatics
(30–36). Providing realistic three-dimensional treatment of
the electrostatic problem and requiring only a few phenom-
enological material constants to describe the lipid bilayer,
this simple formalism accounts for a number of important
membrane properties. Although this mesoscopic theory
neglects most atomic structural features of a lipid bilayer
(37,38), similar membrane and membrane-macromolecule
models have been shown to yield reliable qualitative and
quantitative predictions (27,28,37–47).
We focus on a unit simulation cell that contains a single
Amphiphysin BAR domain in atomistic three-dimensional
detail adsorbed on a lipid membrane immersed in an aqueous
solution of dielectric 3 ¼ 80, and surrounded by its periodic
replicas(see Fig. 1 A). The solution also contains a symmetric
1:1 electrolyte of bulk concentration n0. We consider the limit
of low surface density of adsorbing proteins, so that theBiophysical Journal 97(6) 1626–1635
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bilayer are treated as a low dielectric material, with dielectric
constant 3m ¼ 2 within protein and membrane. The BAR is
fixed in space near the membrane in an orientation with its
long axis parallel to the flat membrane’s (x,y) plane, and the
short axis perpendicular to that plane (along z) as depicted
in Fig. 1 B (see the Supporting Material).
The membrane is represented as a two-dimensional
incompressible, tensionless, elastic medium (48) comprised
of two-dimensional smooth charged surfaces where the lipid
polar headgroups reside, and a low-dielectric hydrophobic
core volume (Fig. 1 B). Using the continuum representation,
the hydrophilic boundaries are considered to be composed
of mixtures of mu and ml lipids, where the subscripts u and
l refer to upper and lower leaflets, respectively (Fig. 1 B).
For simplicity, we discuss here membranes composed of
binary mixtures of charged and neutral lipids (though the
treatment can be easily generalized to any number of lipid
species, in the spirit of Khelashvili et al. (27)), with the local
mole fractions of charged lipid species on the two layers rep-
resented by fu and fl. Assuming the same lateral area per
headgroup for both lipids, a, we define the local surface
charge densities on the two planes,
su ¼ e
a
fuzu
sl ¼ e
a
flzl
(1)
where zu and zl denote the valencies of charged lipids on the
upper and lower leaflets, respectively.
The distance d between the two charged monolayer inter-
faces is the minimum distance between them; assuming the
thickness of the membrane to be constant throughout the
bilayer, d has a single value everywhere (Fig. 1 B)
(37,39,40). We focus on bilayer bending as the most rele-
vant deformation mode, and in this study, neglect any dila-
tion-induced or lipid tilt-related membrane deformations
(37,39,40). Membrane geometry is described by the
contours of these interfacial surfaces, with the simplifying
assumption that the locations of the two charged interfaces
coincide with the positions of the neutral planes of the
respective membrane layers (49).
The free energy functional describing the system is a sum
of electrostatic energy, mobile salt ion translational entropy,
lipid mixing entropy, membrane bending energy, and the
repulsive short-range interaction energy between protein
and membrane interfaces (27,28,43,44):
F ¼ Fel þ FIM þ Flip þ Fb þ Frep: (2)
The system’s electrostatic (Coulomb) energy is given as
usual by
Fel ¼ 1
2
303w

kBT
e2
Z
V
ðVJÞ2dv: (3)
Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1626–1635Here J ¼ eF/kBT is the dimensionless (reduced) electro-
static potential, with F as the electrostatic potential, kB the
Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature, and e the elemen-
tary charge; 30 is the permeability of free space; and 3w ¼ 80
is the dielectric constant of the aqueous solution.
The contribution from the translational entropy of mobile
(salt) ions in solution is
FIM ¼ kBT
Z
V

nþ ln
nþ
n0
þ nln n
n0
 ðnþ þ n  2n0Þ

dv;
(4)
where nþ and n are local concentrations of (þ) and ()
mobile electrolyte ions, respectively, and n0 is the electrolyte
concentration in the bulk.
The contribution from the two-dimensional mixing
entropy due to mobile lipid molecules within each leaflet is
Flip ¼ kBT
a
Z
Au
dAu

fuln
fu
f0u
þ ð1  fuÞln
ð1  fuÞ
1  f0u


þ kBT
a
Z
Al
dAl

flln
fl
f0l
þ ð1  flÞln
ð1  flÞ
1  f0l


: (5)
Both integrals represent entropic penalties associated with
lipid demixing (27,43), on the upper and the lower surfaces
of the membrane, respectively, due to lipid segregation, and
fu
0 and fl
0 denote the average compositions of charged lipids
on the respective leaflets.
The membrane bending energy in Eq. 2 is the sum of
elastic energies associated with deformations of individual
membrane leaflets away from their spontaneous curvatures
and is given by the Helfrich expression (29)
Fb ¼ 1
2
km
Z
Au
dAu

cu  c0uðfuÞ
2 þ 1
2
km
Z
Al
dAl

cl  c0l ðflÞ
2
;
(6)
where the integrations are over the membrane upper and
lower leaflets. In Eq. 6, cu and cl are the local mean curva-
tures of the bilayer upper and lower planes. Following the
standard convention, we assign positive curvature bending
toward the solvent, and negative for bending away from it.
Bending rigidities km in Eq. 6 are the same for each mono-
layer, and we assume km to be equal for all lipids, and there-
fore independent of local lipid fractions. The spontaneous
curvatures of the two leaflets, cu
0 and cl
0, originating from
the molecular shapes and interactions, are generally more
sensitive to the local lipid composition (37,50). Following
the work in Harries et al. (28) and Andelman et al. (51),
we define the locally varying c0-values as weighted sums
of the spontaneous curvatures of the pure lipid constituents,
c0u ¼ c0cfu þ c0nð1  fuÞ
c01 ¼ c0cf1 þ c0nð1  f1Þ;
(7)
where cc
0 and cn
0 denote the spontaneous curvatures of the
pure charged and neutral lipids, respectively.
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plane rotational symmetry inherent to the bare homogeneous
lipid membranes (see Discussion). This is due to the strongly
anisotropic electrostatic interactions between BAR and the
membrane, which results in anisotropic membrane deforma-
tions (24,25). Clearly, this should be reflected in the results
from the full self-consistent free energy minimization
scheme, because the bending free energy term in Eq. 6 alone,
without the other energy contributions in Eq. 2, cannot
describe anisotropic curvature, as the Helfrich model is rota-
tionally invariant (52). To achieve the anisotropic deforma-
tion of the membrane, Ayton et al. (23) enhanced their elastic
model with a deviatoric energy term that was required
because the electrostatic interactions were not considered
explicitly in that model. In contrast, here the electrostatic
contributions are considered explicitly and in a self-consis-
tent manner together with the elastic energy contributions
(see below and in the Supporting Material). Thus, the aniso-
tropic nature of the BAR-induced perturbations should be re-
flected in our model as anisotropic curvatures around the ad-
sorbed BAR without any a priori assumption about BAR-
induced spontaneous curvature fields and without the need
for additional energy contributions, such as deviatoric
energy terms.
Finally, the repulsive free energy term in Eq. 2, Frep, arises
when two surfaces (protein and membrane) come close to
each other, and accounts for short-ranged interactions, such
as excluded volume and hydration contributions (53–56).
We treat Frep as a hard wall potential that restricts the
membrane-protein minimal approach to beR2 A˚, and there-
fore exclude any configuration that violates this limitation.
Minimization of the free energy functional with respect to
mobile ion concentrations is carried out within the nonlinear
PB theory (27,30–36,44); the Cahn-Hilliard formalism is
used as discussed in detail in Khelashvili et al. (27) to relax
the lipid compositional degrees of freedom (57). Optimiza-
tion of the membrane shape is performed self-consistently
together with the electrostatic and repulsive interactions, as
well as lipid mixing. This combined scheme, which self-
consistently converges to the (local) minimum of the total
free energy, is detailed in the Supporting Material.
RESULTS
From application to amphiphysin bar domain
adsorption on mixed membranes
Lipid demixing alone is insufﬁcient to induce signiﬁcant
membrane curvatures
Fig. 2 shows calculated lipid segregation and bilayer
deformations for the equilibrium state of the Amphyphysin
BAR adsorbing on compositionally symmetric binary
mixtures of PS/PC (lower panels) and PIP2/PC (upper
panels). The membrane patches contain f0PS ¼ 0.3 or
f0PIP2 ¼ 0:04, and are characterized by a bending modulusper monolayer of km ¼ 10 kBT, a value common to many
lipid membranes (58). The BAR domain positioned near
the bilayers remains fixed in space with the orientation
depicted in Fig. 1, B and C. Fig. 1, A–D, shows equilibrium
membrane deformation contours for PIP2/PC and PS/PC
membranes in terms of local heights on the upper and lower
leaflets. Fig. 2, E–H, detail the extent of lipid segregation
on the upper and lower monolayers at equilibrium reported
as relative values (local to average lipid fraction) fað~rÞ ¼
fað~rÞ=f0a (a ¼ PS, PIP2).
The results of the free energy minimization procedure
(described in the Supporting Material) reveal weak membrane
deformations at equilibrium under the influence of the adsorb-
ing BAR for both PS- and PIP2-containing membranes
(Fig. 2, A–D). In fact, for both PS and PIP2 mixtures, the
largest membrane deformations found in the center of the
patches, reach only ~3–4 A˚ above the height of the planar
membrane. This value is comparable to the expected thermal
undulations of the membrane at a temperature T and bending
rigidity k. For a periodic membrane of lateral area A undu-
lating freely, the amplitude hund was shown to be (59)

h2und
	
z
kBTA
8:3p3k
; (8)
corresponding to hund ~4 A˚ for our patches. Therefore, the
BAR-related deformations do not extend beyond the
expected membrane fluctuations.
These insignificant membrane curvatures are accompanied
by only minor segregation of charged lipid around the adsorb-
ing protein in both bilayer mixtures (Fig. 2, E–H). Because
both PS and PIP2 have positive spontaneous curvatures, their
strong aggregation on one leaflet near the BAR domain might
be expected to create local asymmetry in the membrane.
This would favor a bent bilayer at steady state, which in
turn, would act synergistically with the pure Coulombic
interactions to form membranes with positive curvature. But
Fig. 2 E reveals that on the BAR-facing leaflet of the PIP2-
containing membrane, the PIP2 lipid levels are elevated by
only ~1.3 times their 4% bulk value, even in the regions of
strongest aggregation (dark blue shades). These PIP2-en-
riched patches appear near the positively charged tips of the
BAR domain, and their formation is the result of strong elec-
trostatic interactions with negatively charged PIP2 lipid
headgroups (see also Fig. 1 A). Somewhat weaker sequestra-
tion of PIP2 is also observed close to the center of the upper
leaflet (lighter blue shades in Fig. 2 C). As expected, localiza-
tion of PIP2 in these areas is due not only to electrostatic forces
between the BAR and the membrane, but also to elastic forces
within the bilayer that favor relocation of PIP2 lipids to the
regions of positive curvature.
Fig. 2 G shows that PS lipid distribution on the BAR-facing
leaflet of the PS-containing membrane follows a similar
pattern to that observed for PIP2 lipids, but the sequestration
of PS lipids is even less pronounced. The finding that periph-
eral proteins can generally segregate polyvalent lipids to
Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1626–1635
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FIGURE 2 Color online only. Adsorption of the Amphiphysin BAR domain on compositionally symmetric binary mixtures of PS/PC (lower panels) and
PIP2/PC (upper panels). The membrane patches are characterized by bending modulus of k ¼ 20 kBT, and contain f0PS ¼ 0.3 and f0PIP2 ¼ 0.04, respectively.
The lipids are described by spontaneous curvatures of cPS
0 ¼ 1/144 A˚1, cPC0 ¼ 1/100 A˚1, and c0PIP2 ¼ 1/70 A˚1 (see the Supporting Material). For both
calculations, the BAR dimer was fixed in space as depicted in Fig. 1, B and C. (A–D) Equilibrium shapes of PIP2/PC and PS/PC membranes, respectively, with
contours shown for the local heights of the upper and lower leaflets. (E–H) Steady-state lipid distributions on upper and lower leaflets in both membranes. The
color code for the contour plots is the same as in Fig. 1 C, and color shades for panels E–H represent ratios of local and average lipid fraction values.a greater extent than monovalent lipids at the steady state, is
consistent with our own and the previous calculations of others
and with experiments (27,45–47,60–62), and has been attrib-
uted mainly to the smaller lipid demixing penalty associated
with segregating polyvalent PIP2 lipids than monovalent PS.
Interestingly, the lipid demixing on the lower leaflets of both
membranes, shown in Fig. 2, F and H, can be explained
entirely by bending forces forming regions depleted in PS and
PIP2 lipid in the regions of negative curvatures (yellow shades).
We find that the adsorption free energies DF (see the
Supporting Material) for the BAR onto PS-containing
membranes is 7.2 kBT, and 5.3 kBT for PIP2-containing
membranes, relative to the states where BAR is infinitely sepa-
rated from a flat membrane with corresponding homogeneous
lipid distribution. BAR binds more efficiently to the fPS¼ 0.3
compared to fPIP2 ¼ 0:04 bilayer because of the higher
average surface charge density of the PS-containing patch.
Lipid demixing and membrane deformations further contribute
to loweringDF for BAR/PS/PC and BAR/PIP2/PC complexes
by ~1.9 kBT and ~1.7 kBT, respectively, compared to the
binding free energies of BAR onto the flat PS/PC and PIP2/
PC membranes of the same homogeneous compositions.
Nevertheless, from Fig. 2, it is clear that the combination of
Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1626–1635lipid segregation with the elastic forces within a membrane is
still insufficient to produce significant compositional asymme-
try between bilayer leaflets. Consequently, at steady state, the
membrane remains near-flat, within fluctuations, upon BAR
adsorption.
N-helix insertions can potentially enhance membrane
deformations
Results in the previous section suggest that for a single BAR
to bend a membrane significantly, the asymmetry between
monolayers must originate from additional energy sources
that were not within the free energy function to this point.
One such mechanism is the prior insertions of the BAR
dimer’s N-helices. Generally, inclusion of an amphipathic
peptide into one of the leaflets of a flat membrane can result
in local spontaneous curvature regions in the bilayer
(14,26,63). The magnitude of the spontaneous curvature
has been predicted to depend on the insertion depth, with
c0-values ranging from 0 to 0.05 A˚
1 (26,63).
Results from including effects of N-helix insertions in the
calculations (see the Supporting Material) are presented in
Fig. 3, showing equilibrium membrane contours for bilayers
with different bending rigidities and different spontaneous
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FIGURE 3 Color online only. Steady-state shapes plotted as upper leaflet contours of membranes with different bending rigidities and with N-helix inser-
tions of various depths upon binding of the Amphiphysin N-BAR domain dimer. The membrane patches have s¼ –0.004e/A˚2 average surface charge densities
(f0PS ¼ 0.3) on both layers, and BAR is oriented in the same way as in Fig. 1, B and C. We consider bilayers with bending rigidities k¼ 20 kBT (lower panels),
k¼ 10 kBT (middle panels), and k¼ 5 kBT (upper panels). For all systems, a nonzero spontaneous curvature domain is defined for a membrane patch inside the
BAR projection area shown in Fig. 1 C and extending 20 A˚ away from the projected zone. For clarity, the border of one such nonzero spontaneous curvature
domain is shown as a black contour in panel L. We consider c0 ¼ 0 A˚1 (A–C), 1/200 A˚1(D–F), 1/100 A˚1 (G–I), or 1/70 A˚1 (J–L) for the bilayer region
inside this contour, and c0/ 0 with exponential decay outside.curvatures assigned to the BAR underlying regions. These
correspond to the possible curvatures resulting from insertion
parameters, e.g., various penetration depths. For this set of
calculations, we consider membranes with average surface
charge densities of s ¼ –0.004e/A˚2, which corresponds, for
example, tofPS¼ 0.3. The effect of the N-BAR helix insertion
is modeled implicitly by defining a membrane area of nonzero
spontaneous curvature (black contour in Fig. 3 L) that lies
under the BAR projection area (shown in Fig. 1 C) and extends
20 A˚ around this projected region. The size of this peptide-
membrane interaction zone is consistent with the results of
Zemel et al. (63), showing that the effect of peptide insertion
on lipid packing extends to a distance of ~15–20 A˚. Within
this domain, we have allowed the membrane to adopt differentcurvatures ranging from c0 ¼ 0 A˚1 (Fig. 3, A–C), through
1:200 A˚1 (Fig. 3, D–F), 1:100 A˚1 (Fig. 3, G–I), and to
1:70 A˚1 (Fig. 3, J–L); all c0-values are taken at the bilayer
midplane, and c0 rapidly decays to zero outside the interaction
zone. Although from our model we cannot specify the exact
insertion depths to which these c0 values would correspond,
using the results from Campelo et al. (26), it is reasonable to
estimate that the interval of c0-values used here will best
describe N-helix penetration depths in the range of 0–2.5 A˚
into the upper leaflet surface.
To investigate how membranes of different rigidities
respond to possible N-helix insertions and electrostatic
forces exerted by the adsorbing BAR, we also consider bila-
yers of different stiffness by varying the bending modulus k.
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commonly encountered rigidity value of k ¼ 20 kBT (lower
panels), intermediate rigidity k ¼ 10 kBT (middle panels),
and soft bilayers k¼ 5 kBT (upper panels), all k-values taken
here per bilayer (k-value representing the soft bilayers gener-
ally describes thin membranes, or ones with added short-
chain co-surfactants (64–67)). A homogeneous and constant
lipid distribution is assumed based on the results in Fig. 2,
suggesting that segregation of charged lipids under the
adsorbing BAR is minimal.
The results (Fig. 3) reveal two general trends: The first is
that at equilibrium, softer membranes show more prominent
bilayer deformations, as more significant values of bending
are reached with increasing c0. Table 1 summarizes the high-
est contour levels, hmax. From Eq. 8, the magnitudes of
membrane deformations for c0 ¼ 1/100 A˚1 and 1/70 A˚1
systems are beyond the predicted range of undulations
for all the bending moduli, making them substantial with
respect to thermal fluctuations. The largest calculated local
deformations range from hmax ¼ 11 A˚ for k ¼ 5 kBT and
c0 ¼ 1/70 A˚1 membrane to hmax ¼ 7 A˚ for k ¼ 20 kBT
and c0 ¼ 1/70 A˚1 patch (see Table 1 and Fig. 3).
Interestingly, although the strongest deformations are
found for membranes with the largest c0 corresponding to
the deepest N-helical insertions(Fig. 3, J–L), the results for
adsorption free energies (Fig. 4) suggest that the BAR
appears to thermodynamically stabilize most effectively bila-
yers with c0 ¼ 1/100 A˚1. Fig. 4 shows the binding free ener-
gies (in kBT units) that relate to BAR-membrane interactions
beyond the initial N-helical penetration, i.e., the gain in free
energy that is achieved by BAR adsorption, but excluding
contributions from the amphipathic helix insertions.
Remarkably, the c0-value corresponding to the minimum
free energy is very close to the intrinsic radius of curvature
of the membrane-facing side of the Amphyphysin BAR it-
self, of ~110 A˚ (10). Thus, we predict that a single BAR
domain will most effectively stabilize a membrane region
where preceding N-helical insertions have locally created
spontaneous curvature that closely matches the radius of
curvature of the BAR domain itself.
TABLE 1 Largest membrane deformation levels, hmax, for
patches shown in Fig. 3
k, kBT c0, A˚
1 hmax, A˚
5 0 6
1/200 7
1/100 8
1/70 11
10 0 5
1/200 5
1/100 7
1/70 8
20 0 4
1/200 5
1/100 7
1/70 7Biophysical Journal 97(6) 1626–1635The role of electrostatic interactions in stabilization
We varied the homogeneous surface charge densities for the
patches shown in Fig. 3, and the free energy minimization
(data not shown) revealed that doubling the magnitude of s
from –0.004e/A˚2 to –0.008e/A˚2, corresponding to varying the
PS composition in PS/PC membrane from f0PS¼ 0.3–0.5, re-
sulted in stronger binding with substantial change in DF
(~6 kBT) without noticeable changes in the equilibrium mem-
brane deformation shown in Fig. 3. Thus, we conclude that the
electrostatic interactions are critical to the stabilization of the
BAR-membrane complex after the initial N-helix insertions.
BAR as a curvature sensor
So far, a single BAR domain was considered to adsorb onto
spontaneously flat membranes. Because BAR has been sug-
gested to play a crucial role not only as a curvature generator,
but also as a sensor of high curvature regions on cell
membranes and vesicles (14,68), we investigate this aspect
of BAR-membrane interactions by having the BAR bind to
membranes that are already bent. The binding free energy
calculations were done with lipid bilayers of s ¼ –0.004e/A˚2
surface charge density (fPS ¼ 0.3) and a homogeneous lipid
distribution with a simplified spherical cap deformation. The
results are shown in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material, which
depicts the adsorption free energy versus the radius of the
spherical cap R. A range of R from 800 A˚ (near flat membrane)
to 100 A˚ (closely matching BAR’s intrinsic shape) was
considered. In the reference state for these calculations BAR
is infinitely separated from a membrane that has the same
spherical deformation as it does when complexed with
BAR, so that, unlike our previous calculations, the adsorption
free energies in Fig. S1 do not contain elastic contributions.
We find that BAR adsorbs preferentially on membranes of
high curvature (low R), and the difference in the binding free
energies between membranes with R¼ 800 A˚ and R¼ 100 A˚
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FIGURE 4 Gains in the adsorption free energies (in kBT units) for the
BAR-membrane parameters described in Fig. 3 pertaining to the BAR/
membrane interactions after the initial N-helix penetration.
BAR Domain Adsorption 1633is substantial at 7.7 kBT. This can be explained based on two
considerations: First, when BAR adsorbs on bent bilayers,
there is no free energy cost associated with membrane defor-
mation that has to be overcome. Second, through the posi-
tively charged residues on its concave surface, the BAR
dimer more efficiently minimizes the electrostatic interac-
tions with bent membranes compared to the relatively flat
one (see Fig. 1). Thus, our results indicate that the BAR
dimer can sense bilayer regions of high curvature through
electrostatic interactions with the membrane.
DISCUSSION
The illustration of our method by application to the quantita-
tive modeling of a single Amphyphysin BAR domain inter-
acting with large patches of lipid membrane bilayers of
heterogeneous compositions has produced some novel
insights into membrane remodeling mechanisms. Thus, our
calculations predict that a single BAR dimer is capable of
producing an equilibrium state, in which the initially near-
planar membrane curves significantly. This is consistent
with results from atomistic MD simulations (24,25). The
results indicate further that the deformations required for these
interactions occur only for membrane patches that have the
propensity to attain high spontaneous curvature. Such favor-
able membrane preconditioning may be the result of N-helix
insertions, but cannot be produced by local segregation of
monovalent or even polyvalent lipids. Thus, we conclude
that N-helix insertions may have a critical mechanistic role
in the function of BAR domains. We show further that the
electrostatic interactions are essential for sensing and stabili-
zation of existing bilayer curvature. Finally, we predict that
a single BAR will most efficiently stabilize a membrane
region where preceding N-helix insertions create locally
a spontaneous curvature that closely matches the radius of
curvature of the BAR itself. Clearly, some of the inferences
drawn from the application of our method to the Amphiphysin
BAR domain may be characteristic for this specific protein.
The generality will be tested by the application to other, struc-
turally diverse BAR domains, which is currently underway.
The good agreement between the results obtained with our
methods and the previous findings from MD simulations (25)
suggests that N-BAR domains that do not have their amphi-
pathic helices embedded in the bilayer, do not induce curva-
ture. In further agreement with Blood et al., we also find
that electrostatic interactions are essential for bilayer curva-
ture stabilization. Interestingly, Blood et al. (25) suggests
that increased amounts of PIP2 lipids in the patch immediately
underneath the BAR results in stronger binding of the N-BAR
even without helix insertions. This conclusion seemingly
contradicts our model’s predictions (see Fig. 2), but we note
that the inference in Blood et al. (25) is based on the MD simu-
lations of N-BAR adsorbing onto ternary ~70:30:1 PC/PS/
PIP2 membrane, where PIP2 lipids, by construction, were
not initially dispersed randomly, but rather were localizednear the BAR with a local concentration reaching ~10%.
Our model, on the other hand, predicts that starting from
a homogeneous 96:4 PC/PIP2 distribution, PIP2 lipid levels
beneath the adsorbed BAR at steady state, after lipids are
allowed to diffuse in the membrane plane, reach only ~5%
(Fig. 2). Obviously, the presence of PS lipids in the system
will only lower this number (27).
In considering this apparent discrepancy, one must keep in
mind that the method presented here obtains the sequestered
levels of PIP2 from a self-consistent equilibrium calculation,
whereas it is not clear whether the PIP2 lipid distribution
used in Blood et al. (25) corresponds to the same steady-state
solution, or to an another intermediate configuration.
Our results offer additional insights regarding the effect of
a single BAR dimer’s interaction with the membrane. Fig. 3
shows that, upon BAR adsorption, bilayers with c0 ¼ 0 A˚1,
corresponding to no peptide penetrations, achieve minimiza-
tion of intramembrane elastic forces by curving in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the BAR long axis (Fig. 1 C). This
mechanism is possible because lipid molecules on both sides
of the BAR projection-zone are less engaged in electrostatic
interactions with the BAR compared to lipids directly under
BAR (see also Fig. 2), and thus are less constrained in read-
justing their positions so as to minimize the bending energy.
Conversely, if N-helix inclusions create locally nonzero
spontaneous curvatures, the model predicts curving along
the BAR major axis. Importantly, for all systems in Figs. 2
and 3, our calculations clearly show that BAR binding
results in symmetry breaking so that equilibrium membrane
shapes predicted from the model are strongly anisotropic. In
quantitative terms, one can obtain local curvature values in
principal directions, along (ck) and perpendicular (ct) to
the BAR major axis, for the membrane region directly
underneath the BAR. As an example, the two curvatures at
the highest membrane deformation area (at the bilayer
center) for k ¼ 20 kBT and c0 ¼ 0 A˚1 system (Fig. 3 C)
are ck ¼ 0.0053 A˚1, and ct ¼ 0.0006 A˚1, but for
k ¼ 20 kBT and c0 ¼ 1/70 A˚1 system (Fig. 3 L) we find
ck ¼ 0.0068 A˚1, and ct ¼ 0.0035 A˚1, consistent with
the observed curvature directionality change.
Symmetry breaking upon BAR adsorption was observed as
well in the atomistic simulations (24,25), and in mesoscale
theoretical studies (22,23), and demonstrated experimentally
in terms of formation of striations on remodeled tubes (1,2).
We stress that, like all other features predicted from our
model, the observed symmetry breaking and resulting aniso-
tropic local curvatures result from the self-consistent free
energy minimization, without a priori assumption of any
BAR-induced spontaneous curvature fields. The approach is
somewhat different from that developed in Ayton et al.
(23), where the authors treat BAR-membrane interactions
implicitly, through either assumed isotropic or anisotropic
spontaneous curvature fields generated by adsorbed N-BARs.
Within this formalism, Ayton et al. observe membrane tubu-
lation when they consider anisotropic spontaneous curvatureBiophysical Journal 97(6) 1626–1635
1634 Khelashvili et al.fields of BAR-membrane complexes in the Helfrich free
energy expression (23), whereas vesiculation is obtained
for isotropic spontaneous curvature fields but for high
N-BAR densities. In fact, the measure that we find for
BAR-membrane complex curvature could be interpreted as
the spontaneous curvature of the BAR-membrane complex.
This value should not be confused with c0 of the bare
membrane, and will generally also depend on the density of
BARs on the membrane. The values presented here are appli-
cable in the low BAR density limit.
A question that remains open is how the observed local
deformations introduced by a single BAR translate into global
changes in membrane shape observed upon binding of high
concentrations of BARs. Arkhipov et al. (22) suggest that
BAR modules achieve membrane reshaping in a two-row
staggered arrangement, but fail to do so when aligned in one
line. Results of our calculations (Fig. 3) predict that, as a result
of interplay between electrostatic and elastic forces, a single
BAR dimer deforms membranes so that the bilayer region
under the BAR can be substantially curved. At the same
time, the membrane remains flat within fluctuations beyond
this interaction zone. Thus, it is clear that surrounding this
high curvature area there must exist a narrow region, a rim,
where the sign of the local membrane curvature changes
from positive (under the BAR) to negative (outside the inter-
action zone) eventually decaying to zero. Although electro-
statically advantageous, the formation of such a rim is
opposed by bending forces within a membrane, since lipids
inside the rim pay an elastic penalty for bending away from
c0. The larger the membrane deformations, the larger the
free energy penalty exerted on the rim. Therefore, we
conclude that binding of an additional BAR will be most
favorable energetically if, together with minimizing the elec-
trostatic interactions, the BAR also alleviates the membrane
stress introduced by the one already adsorbed. The optimal
manner for achieving this effect with multiple BARs is clearly
not a simple additive superposition of effects from a single
BAR. Systems in which large arrays of BAR domain dimers
were shown to produce tubulation with membrane-specific
and BAR-specific properties (1,2,22) exhibit symmetry and
other attributes that bespeak collective properties. Such mech-
anisms will be addressed with the next extension of our model.
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